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ABSTRACT 

Russia’s coal industry has a clear trend towards increasing load on mining faces 

equipped by coal-face systems. With increase of coal-face equipment output, financial 

losses from the equipment downtime also increase. Downtime of fully-mechanized faces 

can have different causes, but downtime in disassembly is inevitable, and for this 

reason, minimizing downtime duration is paramount for improving mines operations 

efficiency. The main causes of repositioning duration increase are  roofing rocks 

collapses into the work area, the most intensive collapse of roofing rocks occurs at the 

end sections of a recovery room. One of effective modes of enhancing the stability of 

roofing rocks is rocks destressing. The study objective is determining the parameters of 

destressing recovery room immediate roofing rocks in developing a gently-sloping thick 

coal seam on the base of the finite element mining and geomechanical model.  The 

paper describes the methodology of developing a model and design models for 

assessing the components of the stress-strain state of the coal-bearing massif in the 

area adjacent to the recovery room. Assessment was conducted of the parameters of 

limit state zones in a coal seam and in the roofing rocks of the recovery room. 

Justification was provided for the parameters of the mode of immediate roofing 

destressing from the stresses at the end sections of the recovery room via drilling relief 

boreholes. The determined parameters of the technology include: the width of the 
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destressing zone, the depth of the relief boreholes, their diameter, the boreholes’ 

spacing interval and the period of time until the passage of the longwall, for which they 

must be drilled. 

Keywords: gently-sloping coal mines, underground mining of coal, longwall face 

move, recovery room, destressing of massif, stability of immediate roof, stress-

strain state, relief boreholes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Implementation of reliable highly productive longwall sets of equipment at today’s mines in 

mining gently-sloping coal seam enables to achieve loads on the mining face at the level of 50 

thousand tons per 24 hours and more. Under such conditions, maintenance of reserve line of 

the working face front is not required, and it also can cause increase of mining cost price 

because of reducing the spatial concentration of mining works.  

“Longwall mines” are enterprises having a maximal spatial concentration of works, are the 

most competitive. However, enterprises of this type are characterized by a high cost of the 

downtime of a longwall set of equipment. Out of the overall list of downtime of a longwall set 

of equipment, the period of installation and disassembly works in repositioning the longwall to 

a new site [2,22] deserve special attention. This period is characterized by not only a relatively 

long duration, but it is also inevitable in the application of longwall systems. From the 

viewpoint of safety, labor intensity and organization of works, the most complex stage of 

repositioning is disassembly of a longwall set of equipment. In the vast majority of cases, 

increase of downtime duration is caused by collapse of the rocks of immediate roofing into the 

working space of the recovery room.   

Thus, increasing the stability of the rocks of recovery room immediate roofing is one of 

important problems for enhancing the efficiency and safety of coal-face works depending on 

the great number of factors [3,5,7,9,16,20]. In turn, studying the processes of the massif loss 

of stability, caused by mining, is a complex mining and geomechanical problem [1,8,14,18,21], 

which can be effectively solved via application of numerical modeling methods. 

The conducted studies [4,6,23] demonstrate that the highest intensity of collapses of rocks 

of immediate roofing is typical for the end sections of the recovery room, adjacent to the 

interfaces with the local mine workings.  As a method of enhancing the stability of the rocks 

of immediate roofing in the longwall face space, drilling relief boreholes is recommended 

[10,17]. The article describes the studies performed via numerical models and aimed at 

evaluating the feasibility of application of this technology in disassembly and at determining 

the technology parameters: the width of destressing zone, the depth of relief boreholes, their 

diameter, the boreholes’ spacing interval and the duration of the period until the passage of the 

longwall (they should be drilled within this period). 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

Modeling the parameters of the stress and strain state of the rock massif adjacent to the recovery 

room, was conducted via the finite elements method in plane deformation setting, which 

significantly reduces the labor intensity of creating finite elements’ models, simplifies breaking 
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down the models into elements and lowers the requirements to the required computational 

capabilities for calculating the models. Application of plane deformation setting in this case is 

justified, as all the simulated mine workings are extended in length compared to their 

transversal dimensions and, in addition, such a target setting provides a solution “with a 

margin” compared to a solution in a volumetric setting [13]. 

Development of the computer model and schemes required for carrying out the designated 

tasks, was conducted in accordance with the technological sequence of coal face operations 

advancing: 

Stage 1. Modeling the virgin ground massif and formation of the initial stress field. 

Stage 2. Formation of the cavity of the mined-out area of the adjacent extraction pillar and 

the preparatory workings of the studied area (here, an assumption is made about “conditionally 

instantaneous” formation of cavities, and the preparatory workings are assumed as having no 

support, to simplify the calculations). 

Stage 3. Formation of the cavities of relief boreholes in the zone of the future disassembly 

working ahead of the longwall coal face. 

Stage 4. Longwall approaching the destressed zone and redistribution of the bearing 

pressure in the roofing via artificially created seam mechanical compliance (because of the 

deformation and gradual destruction of borehole-to-borehole pillars). 

For achieving the set objectives, two mining and geomechanical models (design schemes) 

were developed: 

1. Cross-section of the extraction pillar mined with the longwall mining system along the 

stretch in ascending mining of mine field (Figure 1). Preparation of the extraction area is 

performed via two-heading entries. The depth of the mining is 182-200 m. The longwall length 

is 200 m. The width of pillars designated for protection of entries – 40 m. The thickness of the 

seam is 5 m. The dip angle is 5°. The other parameters of the model are presented in table 1. 

This scheme is designated for determining the required drilling depth of relief boreholes at the 

end sections of the recovery room. 

2. The longitudinal section of the extraction pillar along the mining panel entry in the 

geological and mining conditions described above (figure 2). In the zone of the scheduled 

location of the recovery room, the coal seam is attenuated with the boreholes drilled from the 

panel entry parallel to the coal face. This scheme is designed for determining the relief 

boreholes’ spacing interval, boreholes’ diameter and the width of the destressing zone.  

 

Figure 1 – Fragments of design scheme for determining the depth of destressing 
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Figure 2 – Design scheme for determining the distance between relief boreholes 

Table 1 – Source physical and mechanical properties of rocks, used in constructing the 

mining and geomechanical model.   
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Seam thickness, m. 14,8 5,7 4,2 2,8 - 

Volumetric weight, t/m3 2,42 2,33 1,36 2,3 2,38 

Unixial compression strength σсж, 

kgf/cm2 
570 210 135 220 450 

Tensile strength σр, kgf/cm2 15 10 5 10 13 

Young’s modulus 

Е·10-5, kgf/cm2 
2,16 1,77 0,25 1,72 1,99 

Poisson’s ratio, µ 0,34 0,28 0,26 0,26 0,31 

Adhesion, kgf/cm2 172 82 35 76 143 

Angle of internal friction, degrees 42 37 36 39 40 

As the criterion for the stability of the rock massif, in selection of the relief boreholes’ 

spacing interval, the condition is adopted of the loss of the bearing capacity by the massif, the 

condition is assessed along the zones of non-linear deformations’ development (by Mohr-

Coulomb theory) [15]. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 3 presents the pattern of the distribution of the maximal stresses in the vicinity of the 

future recovery room, with consideration of the longwall bearing pressure action. 
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Figure 3 – Distribution of vertical stresses in rocks of recovery room roof 

The presented pattern shows that the highest stress concentration occurs in the area of the 

interface of the recovery room with the head entry separated from the mined-out area of the 

adjacent previously mined-out extraction coal pillar of 40 m. in width. The maximal values of 

the stresses formed at the seam end sections, are displaced down the massif which is caused by 

plastic, and not elastic drive of seam deformation. 

Figure 4 demonstrates the graph reflecting the value of the stresses occurring in the rocks 

of immediate roofing at the end section of the recovery room adjacent to the head entry. 

 

Figure 4 – Distribution of stresses in the rocks of the immediate roofing of recovery room along the 

length 
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Because the selvedge parts of the massif have freedom of movement, this study assumes 

that the selvedge part is in the stressed state close to uniaxial compression. Such an assumption 

enables to use simple physical quantities for analyzing the roofing stability – compressive 

stresses in the selvedge part of the massif and the uniaxial compression strength limit of the 

immediate roofing rocks.  

The graph in figure 4 demonstrates that in the roofing area of 12.6 m. in width, located at 

some distance from the head entry (3.6 m.), the value of the vertical stresses exceeds their 

compression strength limit of 8.4 MPа adopted with consideration of the structural attenuation 

factor for highly fractured rocks Кс=0.4. The maximal value of the stresses is 8.85 MPа, and it 

is located at the distance of 5.8 m. away from the coal seam selvedge part. 

A similar graph of the distribution of vertical stresses in the immediate roofing of the 

recovery room in the area adjacent to the tail entry, is presented in figure 5. 

The obtained values of the depth of proliferation of the zones of increased stresses are 

confirmed by the results of underground investigations, which indicate the reliability of the 

applied method of numerical modeling and the elaborated mining and geomechanical model 

[6]. 

 

Figure 5 – Distribution of stresses in the rocks of the immediate roofing of recovery room along 

the length from the tail gate. 

X-axis: tail entry 

Satisfactory convergence of the obtained values with the observed values in practice 

enables to make such a calculation of the width of the zones of increased stresses for different 

depths of mining. The graph shown in figure 6, was constructed based on the results of the 

calculation, the graph enables to determine the width of the zones of increased stresses 

proliferation for different mining depths. The obtained graph conforms to the well-known 

concepts of the linear nature of the stress values increase with depth. 
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The parameter of the depth of coal seam relief should be adopted of no less than the 

proliferation depth of increased stress zones. For example, for the selvedge part of the recovery 

room, from the head entry side, at the depth of 200 m., this parameter will be not less than 12.6 

m. (see figure 4).  

Technologically, the destressing depth can be ensured via drilling boreholes being parallel 

to the coal face. From the viewpoint of cost-effectiveness and workability of the application of 

the recommended mode, it is reasonable to create relief boreholes at the stage of drilling 

degassing boreholes [11,19]. This will enable to introduce the proposed activity into the flow 

chart of mining the panel with minimal organizational changes. In the considered example, the 

relief boreholes diameter is assumed as being equal to 0.2 m. 

For determining the distance between borehole walls, in which, the mechanical compliance 

of the seam selvedge part is ensured, several patterns were constructed of distribution of plastic 

ranges in stress along the design scheme 2 (figure 7). The dimensions and distribution pattern 

of the zones were studied at various width of inter-borehole pillars (that is, with different values 

of the distance between borehole walls). The analysis demonstrated that the biggest distance, 

in which the coal pillar between the boreholes in bearing pressure zone transforms into plastic 

state and ensures the stable roofing condition (under the studied conditions), was 75 cm. (figure 

7.). With a smaller distance (0.5 m.), destruction of inter-borehole pillars occurs before 

approaching a bearing pressure wave, and with a bigger distance (1.0 m.), no destruction occurs 

even in the bearing pressure zone. 

Figure 6 – Graph for determining the width of the zones of stress concentration at 

end sections of recovery room 

Y-axis: Width of zone, m. 

Graphs:  

(Above) head entry 

(Down) tail entry 
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Figure 7 – Distributions of plastic ranges in stress in drilling relief boreholes with spacing 

interval of 0.75 m. 

The figure shows that inelastic deformations develop in all inter-borehole pillars. Also, the 

selvedge part of the seam gets destroyed at the depth of about 1-1.5 m, which is the outcome 

of the aggregate action of the longwall bearing pressure and the attenuation effect of boreholes. 

At the same time, the condition of the rocks of the immediate roofing above the destressing 

zone is stable.  

The pattern of the distribution of rocks displacement in the massif is presented in figure 8. 

The maximal value of the roofing lowering above the bottomhole region was 0.13 m, which 

corresponds to its stable state by the data of the observations at coal mines, and also confirms 

the conclusion about the stable condition of the roofing, stated on the base of the analysis of 

plastic deformations (figure 7). 

 

Figure 8 – Distribution of displacements of rocks in the massif when drilling relief boreholes with 

0.75 m. spacing interval 
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Increasing the relief boreholes’ spacing interval up to 1.0 m, as figure 9 demonstrates, 

drastically decreases the destressing efficiency. In so doing, pillars operate in the regime of 

“rigid”, not “mechanically compliant”, and, as a result, the roofing ends up being “crushed” by 

the action of the longwall bearing pressure and transforms into a sub-marginal state. 

Subsequently, in coal face advancing in the process of recovery room formation, rocks 

occurring above the bottomhole space, will have reduced bearing capacity, such rocks are prone 

to spontaneous collapses. 

 

Figure 9 – Distribution of plastic ranges in stress in the massif with drilling relief boreholes with 1 

m. spacing interval. 

We note that drilling relief boreholes causes formation of stress concentration zones in the 

selvedge part of not attenuated massif.  As a result, in stopping the coal face for disassembly 

of the longwall set of equipment, on the edge of the attenuated zone, the strength of the seam 

selvedge part and the rocks of the roofing located above the attenuated zone, reduces.   

In this regard, to prevent the destruction of the rocks of immediate roofing on the recovery 

room edges, the destressing zone width should be adopted as bigger than the width of the 

prospective recovery room by the value of proliferation of increased stresses occurring in the 

seam selvedge part (in the extraction zone). The width of the extraction zone can be adopted 

as equal to half of the extracted height of the seam [12], that is, the destressing zone width 

should be established via equation (1) 

bразг=bдем.кам.+0.5mв,       (1) 

where bдем. кам. is the prospective width of the recovery room, m; mв is the seam extracted 

height, m. 

As a result of the performed analytical studies, the key parameters were identified of the 

recommended mode of stability enhancement of the immediate roofing rocks at the end 

sections of the recovery room via redistribution of the stresses occurring in the rock massif. 

These parameters include the relief boreholes’ depth, their diameter and the width of the inter-

borehole pillars, and also the width of the attenuated zone. Borehole drilling time (time period 

until longwall approaching, within which they should be drilled) is an insignificant parameter 

as the width of the inter-borehole pillars is selected in such a way that they operate as “rigid” 

beyond the bearing pressure zone, that is, they can bear loads for a provisionally long period 
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of time (compared to the time of pillar mining), and the plastic properties (mechanical 

compliance) start manifesting only after pillars encounter the bearing pressure zone of the 

approaching longwall. 

It should also be noted that the time of inter-borehole pillars being in the bearing pressure 

zone is directly proportional to the zone rate of advancing at the final stage of the extraction 

pillar mining. Considering the average rates of longwall advancing in mining gently-sloping 

coal seams of Kuznetsk Bazin (Russia), the duration of this period will be 7-9 days, out of 

them, for 4-5 days, inter-borehole pillars will be in the zone of increased stresses occurrence, 

causing their transformation into plastic (mechanically compliant) state. 

4. CONCLUSION 

In mining gently-sloping coal seams with longwalls along the stretch, the rocks of the 

immediate in the longwall areas adjacent to the site mine workings, limit state zones are 

formed, which causes rocks’ loss of their bearing capacity. The main cause of the formation of 

these zones is the increased concentration of stresses in the longwall bearing pressure zone. 

This is one of the main causes of the increased intensity of the roof collapse in disassembly of 

longwall sets of equipment.   

Preservation of the stable state of the rocks of immediate roofing can be obtained via 

destressing the immediate roofing at the end sections of the recovery room, adjacent to the 

panel preparatory workings. 

As a mode of immediate roofing destressing in operations, it is recommended to conduct 

attenuation of the coal seam selvedge part within the abovementioned panels via drilling relief 

boreholes located parallel to the coal face. 

The following key factors, significantly affecting the parameters of the recommended 

destressing are, should be considered: mining depth, seam extracted height and dip angle, the 

sequence of mining of extraction pillars within the flank (panel), degree of disturbance and the 

strength properties of the seam and the host rock massif. 

The key parameters of the immediate roofing destressing are: destressing zone width, relief 

boreholes’ depth, their diameter, spacing interval and the period until the longwall passage, as 

they must be drilled within this period.  

For the conditions under consideration and similar conditions, the destressing zone width 

depends on the technologically required parameters of the recovery room and the extracted 

seam height, and it is determined by equation 1. 

The depth of the destressing zone from the side of panel entries, depending on mining 

depth, is determined via the graph constructed in the study (figure 6). 

The relief borehole diameter, for reducing time consuming and manhours on organizational 

and technological activities, should be adopted as being equal to the diameter of degassing 

boreholes, and they should be drilled simultaneously. In the simulated conditions, this 

parameter was adopted as being equal to 0.2 m. 

Relief boreholes’ spacing interval should be adopted of such a value so that the inter-

borehole pillars could preserve their stability until longwall approaching, and the displacement 

of the rocks of immediate roofing at the time of the coal face system stopping, do not cause the 

immediate roofing loss of stability.   

Drilling relief boreholes is recommended to be executed until they reach the longwall 

bearing pressure zone.  
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The mode proposed for operations, enables to enhance the efficiency and safety of 

disassembly work in mining gently-sloping coal seams. 
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